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ABSTRACT 

MANET is play an important role in  the recent years for  communication technology . Its  services have been 

advanced level. Many protocol are provide adaptive mobility  of at different level. MANET is stand for mobile 

adhoc network This technology is use for communicating the computer at network lavel. With the help of 

MANET we release IP based network without making infrastructure To analyze performance of mobile adhoc 

wireless network simulation tool for network is used. By this, where is little or equal to no infrastructure is exist 

or then existing wireless infrastructure is inconvenient to use. MANET is self-organizing multidirectional join 

communication of resource restrictive sensors which is  not rejected the  senses of environment. In this critical 

issue to design of protocol routing in MANET, need to stretch out the lifetime of conserved energy. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

MANET is becoming a dynamic and animated field of communications. For various type of  innovative and 

stimulating applications , can be creates the way by functioning as an independent network or with multiple 

points of networks or Internet. A wireless consolidate  network is a radical, structure-less course of action of 

mutable hosts which are requested to all around in a offhand way. All enable radio telegraph devices within the 

massif belt of each variance that can use in a peer-to-peer practice without involving in the central attain points. 

In Ad hoc networks nodes can critical point position far frequently. A portion demands for distinct application 

inadequate as with a free hand as the has a passion for energy pragmatic routing algorithms is further becoming 

a masterpiece requirement. The nodes are communicate directly with one another in a peer-to-peer fashion to the 

presence of infrastructure less environment networks Most of new applications are progress in the internet 

discipline because now the era of wireless technologies. For the research and developments of wireless network, 

there is an auspicious arenas is MANET. A MANET is formed by collecting portable devices such as smart 

phones, laptops, sensors, etc. through that communicate via wireless.  
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Fig. 1: classification of wireless network 

II. FORMAL DEFINITION OF MANET 

MANET is an organization less transportable network devices that is having wireless communication make 

possible at any time. In MANET each node has limited transmission range so packets are forwarded from any 

initiating node to any end point node in a network with the help of multiple hopes . 

 

 III.CHARACTERISTIC OF MANET 

MANET technology is under development last 20 year through researches. It is independent of conventional 

structure or central management. Each device plays the role of an independent router and generates data which 

is independent also. Every node played the role of router and forwards the packets of information distribution 

among portable hosts. The network topography, which is classically multi-hop, changes regularly and randomly 

because of arbitrary movement of nodes. This result may changes in path of network sub division. For every 

devices one or more than one radio interfaces to be armed with each one having transfer sending/receiving 

components. Various frequency groups might be transversely by them. The processing capability may also vary, 

because of to different software and hardware configuration of mobile nodes. Every movable device are having 

restricted power supply. As a result applications and facilities provided by every device are limited. Because of 

that additional or external energy is required, every node has to act as system and router. External power is 

required for packer forwarding to other nodes. So this develops to be a greater problem in mobile scalability. 

Scalability is a serious issue to be implement successfully of these networks. The implementation of such type 

of network presents are needed to be resolved several issue.  

 

IV. BENEFITS OF MANET 

• Highly appropriate network in such circumstances where fixed infrastructures are not trusted, too much 

untrustworthy, costly and due to unavailability of such a network. 

• With least possible user intervention it is quickly install  

• Installation of base stations and detailed planning is not required. 

• Ad hoc networks can be connected with Internet or WWW, thereby incorporating many different devices and 

making possible for other users to use available services. 
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• Capacity, energy arguments and range promotes use with existing structures of network as they can 

enhance interconnectivity and coverage. 

• MANET is also use in the future 4G and 5G architecture and aims to provide universal computer 

environments and their services that support users in the completing of their tasks, to accessing 

information anytime, anywhere to communicate from any device. 

 

V. APPLICATIONS OF MANET 

Some distinctive MANET applications include: 

• In military field mobile ad hoc network can allow to army to utilize the benefit of conventional network for 

preserving info network among vehicles, armed forces, and headquarters of information. 

• In co-operative field  it can facilitate the commercial settings and people can exchanging information with 

cooperative world and they want to meetings with each other regarding any assigned task. 

• At confined level this network are able to freely associate with immediate hypermedia network it means of 

laptop and computers for sharing information with all contestants such as classroom and conference. Confined 

level application it might be domestic network where these devices can interconnect straight in exchanging the 

information. 

• In PAN and Bluetooth devices is localized and limited range network. These devices are commonly belong to 

a specified limited-range MANET and exchange info among several devices like as cell phone and laptop etc. 

• In business Sector ad-hoc network can be used for instance, fire, flood or earthquake. Emergency saving 

procedures should also take place and  transmission network is required. 

• In sensor networks it can managing home appliances with MANETs by sensing.  

• In educational and hospital sector communications can facilitate for computer-generated classrooms and labs. 

 

VI. OVERVIEW OF ROUTING PROTOCOLS 

MANET routing protocol   can be classified into hybrid protocol, proactive protocol and reactive protocol. In 

proactive protocol are called as table-driven protocol can attempt and maintain up-to date routing information 

from node to node in the network. In  reactive protocol are also called as on demand protocol are based on 

demand reactive routing at source initiated. This type of routing protocol can create paths only when node is 

require at destination. In hybrid protocol is combines reactive and proactive protocol schemes. 

Proactive and reactive protocol  are: 

• DSDV 

• AODV 

• DSR 
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Fig. 2: classification of routing protocol 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

MANET technology has some challenges of security that can be covered by efficient results. The security is the 

main challenges in the wireless networks .In the wireless technologies like as MANET; we can get better results 

by using these applications. The security can be enhanced with the implementation of some algorithm. 

Scalability could also be an issue in the routing protocol algorithm. 
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